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SOLAR GLASS
A solar power company announced that they developed a
new (1) ------- of cheap colorful solar glass. “From now on, we
(2) ------- put solar panels on top of buildings because we can use
solar glass in the windows of buildings,” said Kevin Arthur,
(3) ------- the company’s founder and CEO. “Almost all of the
buildings have windows, so you are not adding any extra cost
because solar glass will be (4) ------- normal glass. They have
(5) ------- same cost.”
When they first (6) ------- the new solar glass, it did not work very well. While they
(7) ------- at it after the test, they thought that it could be because of the color of the glass.
The problem disappeared when they (8) ------- the color. “We (9) ------- print different colors
on the glass; but each color has a different efficiency: for example, black works more actively
than green,” said Arthur. The group worked very hard (10) ------- the most effective product.
Next month, the company (11) ------- producing the new solar glass in large amounts.
Arthur thinks the product (12) ------- very successful in the market. The company (13) ------any solar systems before, so this will be very new for them. We will see the new system in
buildings (14) ------- two years. Solar power worldwide reached 100GW capacity last year
for the first time. People are paying more attention to the environment day by day. We
(15) ------- waste energy if we want to have a future for our planet.
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